Primary geography case studies for global learning

These case studies were contributed by teachers working on the Global Dimension and My Place, Your Place, Our Place projects; they have a particular focus on curriculum making, including a mix of CPD, planning and activity suggestions and resources.

- **Start local and think global** (CPD, with activity suggestions)
  
  GLP themes: sustainability  
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, writing

- **Start global and think local** (CPD, with activity suggestions)
  
  GLP themes: sustainability, interdependence/globalisation  
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

- **Planning and resourcing** (CPD, with activity suggestions especially using story to develop global learning)
  
  GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation, sustainability, critical thinking  
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

- **Case study Africa: Your School, My School** (CPD and planning for Year 1, focused on Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire and Sierra Leone)
  
  GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation, critical thinking  
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy

- **Case Study: Zambia** (planning and Year 3 activity suggestions focused on similarities between their locality in the UK and one in Zambia)
  
  GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation, critical thinking  
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, writing

- **Case study: One Hen** (planning and Year 4 activity suggestions focused on Ghana)
  
  GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation, sustainability, critical thinking  
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

- **Case Study Chembakolli** (planning and Year 4 activity suggestions focused on the Indian village of Chembakolli)
  
  GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation, critical thinking  
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, writing, using measuring skills, using data skills

---

1 Refers to Welsh LNF
• **Case study: Project Amazonas** (planning and Year 5 activity suggestions focused on Amazonia)

  GLP themes: sustainability, interdependence/globalisation, critical thinking
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

• **Case Study: Water, Water Everywhere** (planning and Year 5 activity suggestions including activities comparing flooding in Bangladesh and USA)

  GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation, critical thinking
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

• **Case Study: World on your Feet** (planning and Year 6 activity suggestions including activities focused on fair trade)

  GLP themes: interdependence/globalisation, critical thinking
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

• **There’s a place for us: Improving Environments** (CPD, with activity suggestions: Key Stage 1/2)

  GLP themes: sustainability, critical thinking
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

• **Young Geographers Go Global** (CPD unit with a series of activities for Key Stage 2 that develop geographical writing, based on going to school in Australia, India and UK)

  GLP themes: interdependence/globalisation
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing

• **Refugee Boy: Geography, inclusion and inequality** (school-based project based around the book Refugee Boy by Benjamin Zephaniah)

  GLP themes: development, interdependence/globalisation
  Literacy and numeracy: oracy, reading, writing, using measuring skills, using data skills.